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For some, a snack
For some, a day’s MEAL



Due to not instant notifications, lacking location and food detail 
informations and not instantly updating portion of food when 

receiving, 
People who wants to get food often struggle to receive remaining 

food or discounting food.

Once the food is sharing, wasteFULL empowers users to receive 
remaining food with instant and detailed information, 

accompanying with location based view point. 
Requester

Problems / Solution Overview



Problems / Solution Overview

Due to not accurate lining up condition, no detailed health condition 
who pick up the food and complex sharing process, 

People who wants to share food often struggle of how to easily and 
safely share food.

Once user needs to share the food, wasteFULL empowers users to 
share remaining food with user-friendly interface, filtering the 

user with not suitable health condition (like allergies), 
accompanying with location based view point. 
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Three Tasks

simple

Supplier : Share food instantly
Requester : Find nearby remaining 
food with latest information 

medium

Supplier : Share food using 
filtering mechanism 
Requester :  Notified by App 
instantly and with food detail 

complex

Supplier : share food with 
line-up system 
Requester : Notified by App 
and line up for food 



Storyboard (Simple) 

01

Heavy Rainy day 

05

Receiver(a student) is walking 
out of the school, 

02

Split scene : no one leave 
home

06

The student looks at his 
wallet, and realized he 

doesn’t have much money 
left

03

Restaurant Owner : “No one 
wants to leave their dotm”

07

Find out 711 is too far from the 
location, decide to use the 

app

04

Ready to post on fb, then see 
the ad, and use the app to 

post info

08

Find the nearby restaurants 
post and take the food 

heapily



Storyboard (Medium) 

On some event arena, 
Event holder found out there 

are seafood pizza left

05

Two friends walking pass the 
event arena, one get notified 

but one do not.

The event holder decided to 
post on the app 

06

One asked : why don’t 
you get notifications.

03

The event holder was worried 
that there might be people 

with seafood allergy

07

Browsing the food detailed 
then find out the filter tag.

One answered : Maybe you 
are allergy to seafood

04

So, he decided to use the filter to 
ensure that the app only notifies 

users who are nearby and are not 
allergic to seafood

One of the friends pick up the 
seafood pizza and the other 

one was jealous



Storyboard (Complex) 

01
Requester was in line at a 
restaurant for discounted 

food, but they ran out of food 
before it was his turn. 

05

After arriving at the 
restaurant, the requester 

clicks the arrive button, the 
owner gets notify and give 

him his serving

02
The requester was hungry 

and frustrated, so he decided 
to open the app and look for 

other discounted food

06

The requester leaves 
the restaurant happily 

with the discounted 
food in hand.

03
The app shows that there are 
10 remaining servings and the 
requester successfully lined 

up for the food

04
The requester gets to the 
restaurant in the required 

time


